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THE BG NEWS £ 
ESTABLISHED 1920  I   A daily independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community 
NEED TO 
SCREECH? 
Submit your 100-word rant 
Volume 90, Issue 130 Tuesday, April 12,2011 wwwbgviews.com 
TYLER STMIU I IHIBGNEWS 
THE SQUEEZE: Senior Adam Koons listens as Red Cross worker Wendy Robasser demonstrates how to use the 
squeeze ball to increase blood flow during the Red Cross blood drive which took place from 12 pm to 6 pm Monday. 
a pint .   . r
 for aDint 
Students donate blood, receive free Toft's ice cream 
By MM Fllby 
Assistant Web Editor 
While some students are late to class 
because of traffic or oversleeping, 
Korey Johnson was late because he 
saved three lives. 
Johnson was one of 40 people who 
registered for the Red Cross' "Give a 
Pint, Get a Pint" blood drive Monday. 
People like Johnson who donate blood in 
the Union Multipurpose room between 
12 and 6 p.m. through Thursday will 
receive a free pint of Toft's ice cream. 
"I have class at 2:30 p.m., but this is a 
good excuse," Johnson said. "I'm afraid 
of needles, but as long as it's saving 
someone's life, it's worth it." 
Blood Drive organizer Heather 
Haynes hopes to get more than 200 stu- 
dents to donate blood before the end 
of the week. Although 40 people regis- 
tered for the blood drive Monday after- 
noon, this year's "Give a Pint, Get a Pint" 
BLOOD DRIVE 
BREAKDOWN 
■ Every two seconds in the United States, 
someone needs blood 
■ One unit or pint of blood can save up to 
three peoples' lives 
■ 300 units of blood are needed to sustain 
24 hospitals in the North Western region 
of Ohio 
■ A person can donate one pint of blood 
every 56 days 
See BLOOD DRIVE | Page 2 
Fraternities host 
academic banquet 
for non-Greeks 
By Dana* King 
Reporter 
The Inner-fraternity Greek 
Council will recognize non- 
Greeks tonight in the Union. 
The 1FC will bring pizza, pop, 
music and even a prize as they 
celebrate non-Greek males who 
have achieved good grades at 
their Academic Excellence 
Invitational. 
The event will take place 
from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. in Union 
room 201. 
The IFC sent out an email 
invitation to 1,500 non-Greek 
male students with a 2.8 GPA 
or higher, said IFC President 
Larry Serfozo. 
The event will also introduce 
males outside of Greek life to 
the chapters. 
"What we're doing is just rec- 
ognizing these students for their 
academic excellence," said IFC 
Vice President of Administration 
and Scholarship Louis Venneri. 
"There will be a prize that's worth 
about $200 ... We'd like to keep 
the prize a secret to build up 
some intensity." 
The atmosphere of the event 
will be relaxed, Serfozo said. 
"Nothing too formal, nothing at 
all high-pressure. We don't want 
it to be specifically a recruitment 
event. We want to really just 
focus on rewarding the students," 
Serfozo said. "The purpose is for 
us to interact with them and 
just to get to know them and say, 
'Hey, good job on your academic 
achievements and keep up the 
good work.'" 
"We want to 
really just focus 
on rewarding the 
students." 
Larry Serfozo | IFC President 
The event will feature an infor- 
mational table set up for each 
IFC chapter, pizza, music, drinks 
and a prize for attendees who 
visit 14 of the 16 tables. 
Junior Derek Sword, the presi- 
dent of Delta Chi Fraternity, will 
be one of the members repre- 
senting his chapter at the event. 
His chapter will be bringing let- 
ters, information about their 
philanthropy and information 
sheets about the fraternity to 
share with attendees, he said. 
"We'll just try to get guys 
acclimated to what we are and 
what we stand for and what we 
try to do to give back to the 
community," Sword said. "My 
goal is to show these guys that 
there are beneficial things that 
come from Greek life." 
The council also hopes to dis- 
prove negative stereotypes sur- 
rounding Greek life. 
" I feel like any time you can have 
interaction between non-Greeks 
and Greeks, positive interac- 
tion, it helps get rid of any nega- 
tive stereotypes that may exist 
around Greeks," Serfozo said. 
"We want to reach out and let 
as many people know as we can 
SeeIFC | Page 2 
Ancinec, Orians lay out plans for 
Undergraduate Student Government 
DROP KICK 
By Max Fllby 
Assistant Web Editor 
Emily Ancinec was sworn in as 
the first female president of the 
UndergraduateStudentGovernment 
in seven years Monday evening in 
the Union. 
Ancinec, who defeated Jake West 
and two-time candidate Clayton 
Stewart by 12 votes, will begin serv- 
ing as president during the student 
government's summer session. 
"Now that we've moved on, I'm 
really excited to start working on 
everything over the next few weeks," 
Ancinec said. 
Over the summer Ancinec plans 
to work closer with members of the 
community, look at campus poli- 
cies and push forward with the 911 
Lifeline ordinance proposed by this 
year's vice president, Dan Caldwell. 
If passed, 911 Lifeline would pro- 
tect underage students who call 911 
when alcohol is involved. 
"We campaigned that student 
safety should never fall behind aca- 
demics," Ancinec said. "It's a way to 
encourage students to take care of 
each other." 
MAX nun I mEBGNEWS 
BANQUET: Vice President olStudent Affars Ed Whipple. University ActmtiesOrganBatKxi President Natalie 
Jcwh USG Vice President and President Rob Orians and Err«V Ancinec listen to Kevin Basch give a speech 
CAMPUS 
Going into the fall semester, 
Ancinec and her vice president, 
Rob Orians, plan to continue look- 
ing into campus polities related to 
weather and the campus shuttle. 
Ancinec and Orians campaigned for 
more definite weather policies and 
for either signs or a cell phone appli- 
cation to inform students of where 
shuttles are on campus. 
"Campaigning took a lot of time 
but it was a fun experience," Orians 
said. "Now we are just looking to 
follow through with any of our cam- 
paign platforms." 
Another idea Ancinec and Orians 
FORUM 
emphasized in their campaign was 
creating a student incentive pro- 
gram. The program would reward 
students with a certain number of 
points for attending a University 
event, and students with the most 
points at the end of the year would 
receive a prize. 
"Part of our campaign was about 
student buy-in," Orians said. "So we 
would really like to open it up, some- 
thing like an incentive program to 
all students." 
See PRESIDENT | Page 2 
IYUKSTMU I THEKNtWS 
FOCUS: Tailing advantage of the warm weather, sophomore Adam Coldren juggles a soccer bit on 
the University lawn Monday evening. 
Students stomp at competition Respect religious beliefs 
The Red Bui Turn Turn Pa!" competition Columnist Chad Every reflects upon his 
featured students drumming with school religious beliefs and conversations about 
supplies, competing for prizes and a trip them, and believes that religion should not 
to Rio de Janeiro. See photos | PagtS be forced upon people | Pag* 4 
SPORTS 
Falcon rugby defeats Minnesota 
The Falcons held on for a 33-26 victory against the 
Golden Gophers this weekend. BG had a 22-point 
harftime lead, only to see Minnesota come back 
with 26 points in the second half | Paga 6 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
Do you think the US. should be intervening in Libya? 
MM MM 
Sophomore. Httfory 
"Yes. to protect the people who 
couldn't protect themselves." |*p4 
^ VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 
2 Toesday.Aprill2.2011 FROM THE FRONT PAGE WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
SALSA DANCING 
Thurs, April 14, 2011 * 8-llpm 
Instruction hy DAMILARE. versatile d.ince< & perlormer 
te.ltuiefl.it the 2010 Black Swami) Festival anil 2011 
BGSU Dance Maiatium • The nigni will leatuie the best 
III latin music in SALSA. MtRENGUt. BACHAIA. and CHA 
.clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel 
BLOTTER 
FRI..APRIL8 
11:04 A.M. 
Garrett Shook, of Battle Creek. 
Mich. was cited for possession 
of drug paraphernalia at Conklin 
Hall. 
SAT., APRIL 9 
2:28 AM. 
Paige Chretien, of Southgate. 
Mich., was cited for underage 
consumption at McDonald 
North. 
5:13 AM. 
Samantha Heimann. of Mason. 
Ohio, was cited for drug traffick- 
ing at McDonald North. 
SUN, APRIL 10 
3:29 A.M. 
David M. Smith. 23. of Fort 
Jennings. Ohio, was cited for 
disorderly conduct/public urina- 
tion near the corner of Clay and 
North Grove streets. 
10 40AM 
A 2004 Chevrolet Cavalier 
was reported missing from the 
Enclave 2. The vehicle was found 
parked near campus with a pair 
of sunglasses, valued at $150, 
missing. 
11:54 AM. 
A GPS. valued at $150. was 
reported stolen from a vehicle 
within the 200 block of E Merry 
St 
12:18 P.M. 
A blue Toledo Blade newspaper 
box was reported missing from 
Kermit's. 
5:21 P.M. 
William J. Smith. 26. of Grand 
Rapids. Ohio, was cited for theft 
within the 100 block of W Gypsy 
Lane Road. 
8:47 P.M. 
A GPS, valued at J150. was 
reported stolen from an unlocked 
vehicle within the 200 block of E. 
Merry St. 
fc 
ONLINE: Go to bgviewvcom for the 
complete blotter list 
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FRIDAY NIGHTS 
10 PM til 2:30 AM 
C3X-*-» **X£^ 
/,.,//   BOOMER  & 
DJ MANNY 
18 & Up* 21 Sorer FREE 
Libyans determined to push 
Gadhafi family from power 
Justices, human rights advocates form top ranks in rebellion against leader 
B«n Hubbard 
The Associated Press 
BENGHAZI, Libya —Notlong 
ago, Moammar Gadhaffs son 
Seif al-Islam was seen as the 
sole hope for change in Libya. 
He talked of greater democ- 
racy, human rights and 
economic development. He 
attracted technocrats, many 
Western-educated, to take up 
positions in the regime, hope- 
ful he meant what he said. 
Now those technocrats, 
who gave up on Seif al-Islam's 
talk of reform, hold many of 
the top posts in the rebellion 
seeking to push the Gadhaft 
family from power. 
They form the main 
bloc in the top rebel ranks 
— former ministers of justice 
and economy, and former 
heads of government-linked 
human rights, planning and 
business bodies. Most quit 
their posts in the late 2000s 
after realizing the scant 
chance of reforming from 
the inside the autocratic rule 
in place for 42 years. 
That makes t hem staunchly 
oppose any compromise that 
would leave any member of 
the Gadhafi family in power. 
"1 have never seen such 
a clear objective shared by 
everybody, and it's a very 
simple one," said Ali Said al- 
Barghathi, secretary of the 
rebels' National Transitional 
Council and former head of 
the Gadhafi regime's foreign 
aid organization. 
"The political scene of 
today and tomorrow will 
never include Gadhafi and 
his sons. Anyone open to dis- 
cussing this is committing a 
great mistake," he told The 
Associated Press. 
They also make an uncom- 
fortable fit with the rebels' 
military leadership. 
The commander of the 
rebel armed forces is Gen. 
Abdel-Fattah Younis, an 
ally of the Libyan leader 
since they both participat- 
ed in the 1969 coup that 
brought Gadhafi to power. 
Until the rebellion, Younis 
served as interior minister, 
which as head of police is a 
key part of Gadhafi's feared 
security apparatus. 
Unlike   the   technocrats, 
BLOOD DRIVE 
From Page 1 
drive is off to a slow start. 
Haynes said. 
"Sometimes it's just a 
Monday thing," she said. 
"Usually the momentum gets 
going as the week goes on. 
but so far this one has been 
slower than others." 
In order to attract more 
students to the blood drive, 
any student who donates 
will be entered into a raffle to 
win an iPad, provided by the 
University Bookstore. The 
winner will be announced 
Thursday evening after the 
blood drive ends. 
Students like Johnson who 
are donating for a pint or 
looking to win an iPad first 
have to go through a regis- 
tration, questioning process 
and physical examination. 
"In order to donate, they 
have to pass all 42 ques- 
tions and the mini physical," 
I laynes said. "Afterward they 
are welcome to any pizza, 
chips and salsa that we've 
had donated for our cantina." 
Along with Haynes, blood 
drive supervisor Lynn 
Hartman is also in charge 
of overseeing and assisting 
donors at the drive. I lartman 
regulates donor traffic and 
sometimes helps with finger 
pricks to check blood. 
"I'm here to make sure the 
drive gets up and going and 
to make sure the donor flow 
is nice and steady," Hartman 
said. "So far we haven't had 
any problems at this one." 
Each blood drive Haynes 
and Hartman organize and 
run takes place at least 56 
days after the previous one, 
so everyone is eligible to 
donate again. 
Although this was 
Johnson's first time donat- 
ing at the University, he 
plans to donate again at the 
next Red Cross blood drive 
on campus. 
"I've still got to get my pint 
|of ice creaml but I'll defi- 
nitely donate again," Johnson 
said. "Everybody should do it 
as long as they are healthy 
and able to." 
Great Selections * Great Locations • Great Prices 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)— 
"Our student renters are 
like family to us. When 
they have issues or 
needs, we work quickly 
to resolve them" 
Quality Service 
Quality Housing 
Successfully Serving 
BGSU Students Sines 1978. 
HONEST. FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY 
I   I      I    I ■ !■ II        I    I 
319 E. Wooster Slreet | Located across from Taco Bell 
Hours - Monday to Friday     8:30 to 5:30 I Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
419 354 2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
ONE MONTH FREE RENT! 
with 12 month lease. 
Good through 4/15/11 
BENTWOOD ESTATES 
• 3 or 4 Bedroom Houses 
• Air Conditioning 
• Garages 
• Dishwashers 
• Microwaves 
•Washer and Dryer 
(419)352-0717 
GREENBRIAR, INC.  www.GpeenbriapReitalt.com 
IFC 
From Page 1 
what we're really about." 
Sword said he thinks 
there are many men 
who aren't Greek, but 
should be, and this is a 
good chance to try and 
change that. 
"1 think that it's a valu- 
able learning experience 
for the Greek chapters 
and for these individu- 
als," Sword said. "It's a 
learning experience for 
both because we're learn- 
ing why these guys didn't 
chose to go Greek and 
they're learning why we 
did and what we do." 
DID YOU 
KNOW? 
Our eyes are 
always the same 
size from birth, 
but our nose and 
ears never stop 
growing. 
PRESIDENT 
From Page 1 
WhileAncinecandOrians 
will attempt to restructure 
student issues, they will 
also attempt to reorganize 
USG internally. 
Ancinec and Orians plan 
to spend more time getting 
to know senators to improve 
senator retention through- 
out the year. Ancinec 
believes a USG "retreat" 
could be the answer to low 
meeting attendance during 
spring semester. 
"It seems like we work real- 
ly hard and then do noth- 
ing for a semester," Ancinec 
said about USG during the 
spring semester. "I would 
really love to see some sort 
of USG retreat right before 
spring semester starts." 
Neither West or Stewart 
were given a senator posi- 
tion for next year, but both 
are considering applying 
for USG cabinet positions, 
depending on the spots 
available and when applica- 
tions go out. 
"I'm really excited for her 
and Rob." West said. "I told 
her to keep me in mind for 
cabinet positions. With her 
help, I'd still like to pursue 
some of the things from our 
platform." 
ANCINEC ANALYZED 
Emily Ancinec has been 
involved with USG for three 
years Read her achievements 
below. 
■ Freshman year: Ancinec 
joined the Harshman hall 
council and was selected 
to represent Harshman 
in USG 
■ Sophomore yean 
Ancinec served as chief- 
of-staff for former presi- 
dent Sundeep Mutgi 
■ Junior year: Ancinec was 
elected as the College 
of Arts and Sciences 
senator before running 
for president 
■ Senior year: Ancinec 
will be the first female 
USG president since 
the 2002-O3 school year, 
when Sarah Saccany was 
president 
-DID YOU KNOW?  
If you are right handed, you will tend to chew your 
food on your right side. If you ere left handed, you 
will tend to chew your food on your left side. 
Leasing Office Located at: 
1045 N. Main Si. 
419-353-5800 
meccabg.com 
.MECCA 
Management Inc. 
WILLOW 
HOUSE 
Willow House Apts. 
830 4,h St. 
•1 Bedroom* 
•1 Bath« 
♦Dishwasher* 
•Garbage Disposal* 
♦Air Conditioning* 
•Free Off Street Parking* 
MILAGE 
APARTMENTS 
Ira 
* Apartments Available • 
* Semester Leases • 
* Minutes from BGSU * 
• Pet friendly community * 
* Heat included* 
CALl FOR SPECIALS! 
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300 Napoleon Road 
in Bowling Green t& 
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CAMPUS 
Tuesday. Aprd 12.20113 
EVE GOT 
THE BEAT 
Students use school supplies as percussion instruments in Red 
Bull's "Turn Turn Pa!" freestyle drumming competition Monday 
Photos by Tyler Stabile |  THE BG NEWS 
TOP LEFT: Senior Shawn Smith performs a portion of the freestyle piece done by 
Team RedbalK at Red Bufls Turn Turn Pa' m 101 OI«amp at 8 pm Monday 
CENTER LEFT: DJ Manny Mix announces the judges results He provided informa- 
tion about the event as well as musical entertainment. 
CENTER RIGHT: Juniors Sean Ford and Justin Arbogast and sophomore Chris 
Upper! were selected to judge the event They selected Team Redballs as the winner, 
who wo« a chance to compete in the regional competition m Detroit 
BOTTOM LEFT: Freshmen Ian Gilmer. Max Wagnac ana Marc Charles concentrate 
on their freestyle beat during their performance as Team Dynasty. The team placed 
second among the three thai competed 
.AMERICAN 
DOLLAR 
ITHEREJJS AN*,ovrj! 
SPIDER 
FIND 
GREENBRIAR, INC, 
419-352-0717 
GREAT SELECTION OF: 
1,2,3,and 4 Bedroom 
Apartments & Houses 
Available for Fall 2011 
Pet Friendly Units Available 
GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS 
(1 bedroom & efficiencies) 
ireen, OH   4.U02 
www.greenbriarrentals.con) 
'~'
?
-   SlniiimH'k Villa"*' 7 
V < 'iiiHlnMMiritiiiis • Mi»;iLi   • MMiliii*. , 
V/vrth 
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Sunvriw W.«B, Cfyrar lent! 
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PetFaendy 
mraowa* 25" TV' 
irxjudw caw. gas. dearie, water 
OjtrJoor pool use 
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AVAILABLE FOR RENT 
419-352-0717 
2011 HOUSING SPECIAL 
133 N. PROSPECT 
6 bedroom, 2 full 2 half baths 
Unfurnished, washer/dryer 
Limits- lease 5/14/11-5/12/11 
318 M. MAIN ST. 
6 bedroom, 2.5 bath 
Unfurnished House 
Limit 6 - lease 8/14/11 -8/8/12 
322 N. MAIN ST. 
7 bedroom, 3 bath 
Unfurnished w/garage 
Limit 7-lease 5/12/11-5/7/12 
1366LW0ISTIB 
6 bedroom, 4 bath 
furnished duplex 
Limit 6-lease 8/5/11-8/2/12 
SHAmOCK8G.COM 
172* £. WOOSTER   4t 9 35+0070 
Call For Special Offers! 
SIGN UP TODAY! 
445E.Wooster   Hours: 
Bowling Green, OH   Mon-Fn 9am-5pm 
(419)352-0717   Saturday 10am-3pm 
www.greenbriarrentars.com 
FORUM "I'm afraid of needles, but as long as it's saving someone's life, it's worth it." - Freshman Korey Johnson on the Red Cross' "Give a Pint, Get a Pint" blood drive on campus [see story, pg. 1]. Tuesday.Apnn?.?011 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET'  Do you think the US. should be intervening in Ubya? 
"No, because I 
think we should be 
bringing our troops 
home. 
KATIE FAZEKAS, 
Sophomore. 
Graphic Design 
"Yes. its the right 
thing to do." 
ALEX LARSON. 
Senior, 
Flight Technology 
"No because we don't 
get help from anyone 
else and we have our 
own problems." 
KEOMAUTHONG, 
Sophomore. 
Criminal Justice 
"I don't know 
because there are 
pros and cons to 
both skies." 
KELSEY MORGAN, 
Sophomore, 
Communication Disorders 
K   VISIT US AT 
Kj    BGVIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
todays People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bayieKS.com. 
{{MAN, 
AUDITS MY 
W-2 FORM 
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS 
FALCON SCREECH 
I'm sick of opening the paper every morning only to 
read subjective articles and agenda-pushing reporting. 
If you want to cover Senate Bill 5. why not report both 
sides and let the students decide for themselves? The 
reporting, to this point, has been nothing but leaning. 
In the essence of space. I will simply encourage read- 
ers to visit www.sb5truth.com to discover what's really 
included in the bill. 
- FAIR REPORTING 
tf4 recall'correctly.-several articles blatantly attacking - 
'irte'VerrtavgrdGp wijnf'fo print while'bnly \i couple of '•'' 
supportive letters were allowed their voices. I personally 
wrote an article defending Veritas and, unsurprisingly, it 
never made it through. If nothing else, how about giving 
an even distribution of this supposedly 'independent 
press? Of course, these two examples are drops in 
the proverbial complaint bucket that I have I sincerely 
hope that the current trend of the paper doesn't stay. I 
believe you owe it to the students. 
-IN DEFENSE OF VERITAS 
Today. I was walking through the Union simply trying to 
get some food. However, I was unable to get to Wendy's 
because there was a mass of people running around in 
white jump suits, fake dead body parts and Nerf "blast- 
ers," probably pi.imoting Humans Versus Zombies. I am 
for everybody being their own person and doing what 
makes them happy, but please, don't bombard me with 
your ridiculous event and force me to talk to you when I 
want nothing to do with you. Thanks. 
- HATING HUMANS VERSUS ZOMBIES 
To the rude man who works in one of the college offices 
on campus, you are a jerk. Students come in to your 
office for a reason, not just to make you get out of your 
seat for fun. You should probably re-evaluate your life 
and your choices if you really hate your job that much. 
Not everyone has a great day, but you can't possibly be 
having a bad day every day. Get it together. 
-BE NICER, BIOTCH 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news 
story? Here's how to get in touch with us fot letters to the editor 
■ Email us at thenews@bqnews.com. 
■ Callus at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this 
page. 
Spontaneous conversations about 
religious beliefs prove to be a blessing 
My faith isn't something I like 
to rub in people's faces. I'm 
not really the kind of person 
that will approach a stranger 
to try and talk to him or her 
about Jesus, mainly because 
a lot of non-Christians are not 
a big fan of that. 
I also believe if you're sup- 
posed to have a conversation 
about faith with someone, 
they will see it through the 
way you carry yourself, the 
way you live and somehow or 
another it will just be brought 
up naturally in conversation. 
I don't believe in having an 
agenda with people, like an 
unfortunate number of peo- 
ple of my faith do. 
Yesterday I was remind- 
ed of a video 1 saw at CRU 
a good year, probably more, 
ago. In the video (search on 
YouTube "Penn Jillette gets 
a gift of a Bible"), outspoken 
atheist Penn lillette recounts 
the story of how, after one of 
his magic shows, a "very, very 
nice man" gave him a little 
Gideons Bible. 
lillette continues to say that 
he doesn't respect people of a 
strong faith, who don't prosely- 
tize, because why wouldn't you 
tell someone that they were in 
risk of going to hell if you truly 
believed that? "I low much do 
you have to hate someone to 
not proselytize?" he asks. 
Then, lillette said some- 
thing that really struck me, 
"If I believed, without a shad- 
ow of a doubt, that a truck 
was coming at you, and you 
didn't believe it, and that 
truck was bearing down on 
you, there's a certain point 
where I tackle you." 
Yesterday I was with a friend 
who has stated before that she 
doesn't really have any faith. 
We were having a conversa- 
tion on her porch about life 
and its hardships ... some 
really sad stuff. And then out 
of nowhere she asked me if I 
thought everything happened 
for a reason, and how much 
faith plays a part in that. 
This, to me, was the coolest 
thing because I never had any 
intent to talk about my faith 
with her, but I had been pray- 
ing for her because we have 
gone through similar hard- 
ships over the course of this 
school year. 
I knew a lot of what she was 
feeling which sucks, and they 
are feelings 1 wouldn't wish 
on anyone. I told her what I 
believed and why I believed it 
and didn't throw dogma in her 
face or tell her she was going to 
hell or anything like that. 
As I was talking to her, I won- 
dered how many life opportu- 
nities I have missed to share 
my faith because I was scared 
of making a situation socially 
awkward, like Jilette states in 
the video. I truly believe that 
there is a heaven and a hell, 
and some will go to one and 
some will go to the other. 
But I don't say that to 
scare people, I say that and 
acknowledge that because I 
love so many people — and 
the thought of some of my 
friends not being with me in 
heaven, and spending mil- 
lions of years in a dark, love- 
less and joyless existence, 
breaks my heart. 
lillette says if that is what I 
truly believe, I shouldn't give a 
crap about making situations 
socially awkward. He points 
out very plainly that if I truly 
believe there is a heaven and 
a hell, why on earth wouldn't 
I tell people about it in a polite, 
genuine and loving manner? 
Maybe it's because I have 
a shaky prayer life. Maybe if I 
prayed for all my friends the 
way I pray for the ones that I 
know are going through stuff, 
1 would share my faith in a 
sincere and natural manner 
like I did that night. 
It makes me sad to think 
about the countless number 
of people that have been in 
and out of my life, who I have 
(for one reason or another) 
found myself not sharing my 
faith with. 
Telling them about a love 
that is real and a joy tint is 
real, and saying it not because 
I have an agenda and feel 
my identity is threatened 
because they don't believe 
what I believe (like oh so 
many do). I say it because 
I genuinely love them and 
I want them to know that 
there is something amazing 
out there and there is some- 
thing amazing after we die. 
This is not to say that I 
believe Christians should 
approach absolutely random 
people and try to have some 
agenda set, and have some 
mass-produced tract memo- 
rized that we quote. I believe 
faith is a personal experience, 
and a lot Christians do, too. I 
don't believe you can hope to 
help someone start such a per- 
sonal relationship with Jesus 
in such an impersonal way. 
I also believe that if street 
evangelists believe God is so 
big and great and powerful, 
they wouldn't have to search 
for people, that God would put 
people in their life they can 
have a personal and meaning- 
ful connection with. Just like 
the street evangelists claim to 
have a personal and meaning- 
ful relationship with God. 
I think Christians need to 
have more faith that God will 
produce these sorts of con- 
versations in a natural way, 
through genuine love and 
genuine friendship. 
I apologize to the people 
who have been offended by 
impersonal proselytizing, but 
I want you to know that (gen- 
erally) peoples' intentions 
are good. And I apologize on 
behalf of myself, to the friends 
I have let come and go with- 
out actually praying for you 
that you find Jesus somehow. 
Respond to Chad at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
Differing political agendas result in 
delayed paycheck scare for soldiers 
By Trenton Sporty. Tr» Daily 
0 Collegian (Oklahoma 
State University) 
College News Network 
Around 10 p.m. Friday, I sat 
watching the news to find 
out if my brother-in-law 
would be getting his next 
paycheck on time. 
An American soldier soon 
to begin a tour of active duty, 
his ability to provide for his 
pregnant wife was threat- 
ened by Congress' inability to 
agree on a budget before the 
government's funds ran out. 
1 watched as local news 
teams interviewed our uni- 
"... I saw military families hurling insults 
at President Obama... if only they'd 
been paying attention perhaps their 
anger would be directed elsewhere." 
formed heroes; I assumed 
most of them were unable 
to express their true outrage 
at the political theater that 
was unfolding. 
One spouse of a soldier 
summed up the situation 
best with six simple words: 
"We still have bills to pay." 
As I browsed social net- 
working sites, I saw military 
families hurling insults at 
President Obama, convinced 
his inaction and policies were 
going to leave them unable to 
pay rent this month. 
If only they'd been paying 
attention perhaps their anger 
would be directed elsewhere. 
For weeks, Republicans 
had been demanding an 
end to federal funding of 
Planned Parenthood, the 
nation's largest provider of 
abortion services accord- 
ing to the Associated Press, 
and they were ready to 
see military pay and tax 
refunds delayed in order to 
make it happen. 
Originally, Speaker of 
the House John Boehner 
advocated for around $32 
billion in spending cuts. 
Pressed by fringe Tea 
Partiers in his caucus, that 
number jumped to $61 bil- 
lion days before the fund- 
ing deadline. His lofty goal 
soon required him to make 
unpopular demands. 
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Life sentence for 
Ohio husband in 
antifreeze death 
MEDINA. Ohio (AP)- A 
northeast Ohio man convicted 
in the antifreeze poisoning of his 
wife has been sentenced to life 
in prison without the chance of 
parole for 50 years. 
Judge Christopher Collier 
sentenced 60-year-old Dennis 
Auerswald on Monday in Medina 
(meh-DY'-nah) County Common 
Pleas Court. 
Auerswald was convicted of 
aggravated murder last month in 
the 2009 death of 60-year-old 
Maureen Auerswald 
Prosecutors believe he killed 
his wife with poisoned cranberry 
juice because he had money 
problems and wanted to collect 
$100,000 in life insurance money 
and date other women 
He told the judge he 
had nothing to do with his 
wife's death 
Defense attorney Robert 
Campbell said because his client 
is 60 years old any sentence 
would amount to a life term. He 
expects an appeal to be filed 
within a month 
Maine couple to 
rebuild after plane 
hits home 
BIDDEFORD, Maine (AP) 
- A Maine couple whose home 
was destroyed when a plane 
crashed into it plans to rebuild on 
the same site 
Kim Myers said she and her 
husband. Steve, like the loca- 
tion in Biddeford. It's less than 
a mile from an airport, and 
they always enjoyed watching 
planes fly overhead. 
On Sunday night, a twin- 
engine Cessna clipped a tree and 
crashed into their roof. Myers 
said the plane came right into 
the living room where they would 
have been watching TV if they 
hadn't been invited out to dinner. 
Federal investigators said 
the pilot reported no problems 
before the crash. The pilot's body 
was taken to the state medical 
examiner for identification. 
State officials originally 
said the flight originated in 
Florida. They now said it was 
traveling from White Plains, 
NY, to Portland. 
Prosecutor: 
Obama election 
church fire was 
racism 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.-A 
prosecutor said racism that 
had been brewing for years 
"reached its boiling point" 
when a white man and two 
friends burned a predomi- 
nantly black Massachusetts 
church after President Barack 
Obama's election. 
Michael Jacques (JAKES) and 
two friends were charged with 
setting fire to the Macedonia 
Church of God in Christ in 
Springfield hours after the 
November 2008 election. 
Federal prosecutor Nicole 
Lee Ndumele (en-DOO -meh- 
leh) said in closing arguments 
Monday that Jacques told friends 
that Obamas election meant 
blacks and Puerto Ricans were 
taking over the country She said 
he confessed several times to his 
involvement in the fire. 
Defense attorney Lori 
Levinson countered that Jacques 
had a Puerto Rican girlfriend and 
adores his biracial nephew. She 
said Jacques didnt set the fire 
and confessed only because he 
was an "addict who was sepa- 
rated from his drug." 
-Dave Collins (AP) 
Bachmann: Health 
care funding 
ruined budget deal 
PELlA.lowa(AP) 
- Minnesota congresswoman 
and potential GOP presidential 
candidate Michele Bachmann 
said she'll vote against the 
federal budget bill because it 
doesn't remove funding for the 
president's health care overhaul 
Bachmann. a tea party favor- 
ite, voted against a week-long 
budget extension late Friday that 
averted a government shutdown. 
Bachman told a conserva- 
tive Iowa crowd on Monday 
that she II also oppose the 
compromise that lawmakers are 
expected to vote on this week 
She said "voters expected us to 
defund Obama-care." 
Bachmann spoke as part 
of a series sponsored by The 
Family Leader The conserva- 
tive group is inviting prospec- 
tive presidential candidates to 
Iowa, home to the nation's first 
presidential caucuses 
Aides said Bachmann could 
decide by next month whether to 
seek the Republican nomination 
to challenge President Barack 
Obama in 2012. 
Official: Texas 
wildfire conditions 
akin to'06 
LUBBOCK, Texas-A forest 
service official said wildfire condi- 
tions in much of Texas are com- 
parable to those of March 2006 
when a week of blazes killed a 
dozen people and thousands of 
livestock in the Panhandle. 
Texas Forest Service opera- 
tions director Mark Stanford 
said Monday that the extreme 
drought, low humidity and 
strong winds affecting much 
of Texas are akin to conditions 
five years ago 
Wildfires killed six people in 
one day in what was Texas dead- 
liest wildfire month on record 
No one has died in wildfires 
that have burned about 1.400 
square miles of land in Texas this 
year. But weekend blazes in West 
Texas destroyed more than 60 
homes in two communities, and 
crews are trying to contain fires 
elsewhere in the state. 
- Betsy Blaney(AP) 
Court upholds 
Facebook 
settlement over 
site idea 
SAN FRANCISCO-A fed- 
eral appeals court has ruled that 
the former Harvard University 
classmates of Facebook founder 
Mark Zuckerberg can't undo 
their settlement over the social 
networking site. 
The 9th US Circuit Court of 
Appeals said Monday that Tyler 
and Cameron Winklevoss were 
savvy enough to understand 
what they were agreeing to when 
they signed the agreement in 
2008. The deal called for a $20 
million cash payment and a par- 
tial ownership of Facebook. 
The twins had alleged they 
were misled about Facebook s 
value when they agreed to 
settle their lawsuit that claimed 
Zuckerberg stole their idea to 
launch Facebook 
The lawsuit was dramatized in 
the Oscar-nominated film. "The 
Social Network" 
Monday's ruling upholds a 
lower court decision enforcing 
the settlement 
-Paul Etas (AP) 
Obama sizes up options for health care cuts 
By Ricardo Alonso-Ztldivar 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — President 
Barack Obama's plan to 
curb health care costs 
that drive the deficit will 
mean less taxpayer money 
for providers and more 
costs for ImiH'iii'i.iiu-i as 
he draws frofn bipartfcan 
ideas already on the table. 
But don't look for his speech 
Wednesday to endorse a 
Medicare voucher system or 
turning Medicaid over to the 
states, as leading Republicans 
have proposed. 
Conceding the OOP's point 
that government needs to cut 
and health care is one of the 
first places to look, Obama 
will try to change the direc- 
tion of a deficit debate that 
threatens to get away from 
him. The president is using 
his speech to lay down broad 
principles and trace a path 
that could lead to compro- 
mise, but he won't unveil a 
detailed program. 
White House spokesman 
lay Carney said Monday 
that health care savings are 
essential to control the defi- 
cit. The spokesman indicated 
that Obama would build on 
the work of his debt commis- 
sion.!, whose recommenda- 
tions''he'linitially: refrained 
from endorsing. Carney also 
praised a small group of sena- 
tors from both parties, known 
as the Gang of Six, that is try- 
ing to set up a framework for 
a divided Congress to reach 
compromise on deficits. 
"The president under- 
stands very well that health 
care spending is a major 
driver of our deficit and debt 
problem," Carney said. "He 
believes ... we can achieve 
those savings in ways that 
protect the people that these 
programs are supposed to, 
and were designed to, sup- 
port and help." 
One proposal in the debt 
"He believes... we can achieve those 
savings in ways that protect the people 
that these programs are supposed to, 
and were designed to, support and help." 
Jay Carney | White House Spokesman 
commission's report last 
year called for reworking 
Medicare's deductible! and 
copayments so that most 
beneficiaries have to pay a 
share of their everyday bills 
— cost shifts that in a few 
years would add up to more 
than $100 billion in tax- 
payer savings. In exchange, 
Medicare recipients would 
get better protection against 
catastrophic costs. 
There was also bipartisan 
support for scaling back the 
tax deduction for workplace 
benefits, which many econo- 
mists said would be like put- 
ting the entire health care 
system on a diet. It's strongly 
opposed by unions, a major 
Democratic constituency. 
And the wild card: curbs on 
jury awards in medical mal- 
practice cases. Democrats 
and Republicans have been 
rigidly divided on the issue, 
an arm-wrestling match 
between COP-leaning doc- 
tors and trial lawyers who 
tend to back Democratic can- 
didates. A deal could lead to a 
breakthrough in other areas. 
Former Senate Majority 
Leader Tom Daschle said 
"there is virtually no likeli- 
hood" Obama will endorse 
a voucher plan for Medicare 
or block grants for Medicaid. 
But   medical  malpractice 
is another story. "He has 
already said he is open to 
ideas there," said the South 
Dakota Democrat, an advis- 
er to Democrats on health 
care issues. 
Obama probably won't 
drill down to that level 
of detail on Wednesday. 
Republicans already laid 
down their marker. 
Later this week, the House 
will debate a plan by Budget 
Chairman Paul Ryan, R-Wis., 
which would fundamentally 
change government health 
care programs that touch vir- 
tually every family, covering 
about 100 million Americans. 
Instead of Medicare, people 
now 54 and younger would 
get a government payment to 
buy private insurance when 
they retire. The Medicaid 
health insurance program for 
low-income people would be 
converted into a block grant, 
allowing each state to design 
its own program. But the poor 
would lose the right to cover- 
age under federal law. 
Ryan's plan has been 
praised for its boldness. Even 
some who vehemently dis- 
agree with the specifics have 
credited the congressman for 
having the courage to finally 
start an adult conversation 
with the American people 
about the real costs of their 
health care programs. 
Obama's approach would 
displayanother attribute that's 
commonly ascribed to adults: 
caution. A Medicare remake 
would probably require a 
mandate from the voters that 
neither party can claim. 
In normal circumstanc- 
es, the debt commission's 
ideas would be considered 
far-reaching and significant. 
Compared to Ryan's plan, 
they're incremental. They 
leave the big health care pro- 
grams in place, as well as 
Obama's overhaul law, which 
Republicans would repeal. 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Do you think the U.S. should be intervening in Libya? 
"No. because I 
think we should be 
bringing our troops 
home." 
KATIE FAZEKAS. 
Sophomore, 
Graphic Design 
"Yes, it's the right 
thing to do" 
ALEX LARSON, 
Senior, 
Flight Technology 
"No because wt don't 
get help from anyone 
else and we have our 
own problems." 
KEOMALATHONC, 
Sophomore, 
Criminal Justice 
1 don't know 
because there are 
pros and cons to 
both sides." 
KELSEY MORGAN. 
Sophomore. 
Communication Disorders 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or»suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgviews.com. 
4 4 MAN, 
AUDITS MY 
W-2 FORM 
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS 
FALCON SCREECH 
I'm sick of opening the paper every morning only to 
read subjective articles and agenda-pushing reporting. 
If you want to cover Senate Bill 5, why not report both 
sides and let the students decide for themselves? The 
reporting, to this point, has been nothing but leaning. 
In the essence of space, I will simply encourage read- 
ers to visit www.sb5truth.com to discover what's really 
included in the bill. 
- FAIR REPORTING 
•■#-rfecalkorreetly,-several articles blatantly attacking'" 
'
l,trte'Ve'filt3s'g«iOp(*nflf6 print while'bfily7 ifco'l/ple' of■-■ 
supportive letters were allowed their voices. I personally 
wrote an article defending Veritas and. unsurprisingly, it 
never made it through. If nothing else, how about giving 
an even distribution of this supposedly 'independent' 
press? Of course, these two examples are drops in 
the proverbial complaint bucket that I have. I sincerely 
hope that the current trend of the paper doesn't stay. I 
believe you owe it to the students. 
- IN DEFENSE OF VERITAS 
Today, I was walking through the Union simply trying to 
get some food. However, I was unable to get to Wendy's 
because there was a mass of people running around in 
white jump suits, fake dead body parts and Nerf "blast- 
ers," probably pumoting Humans Versus Zombies. I am 
for everybody being their own person and doing what 
makes them happy, but please, don't bombard me with 
your ridiculous event and force me to talk to you when I 
want nothing to do with you. Thanks. 
- HATING HUMANS VERSUS ZOMBIES 
To the rude man who works in one of the college offices 
on campus, you are a jerk. Students come in to your 
office for a reason, not just to make you get out of your 
seat for fun. You should probably re-evaluate your life 
and your choices if you really hate your job that much. 
Not everyone has a great day. but you can't possibly be 
having a bad day every day. Get it together 
-BE NICER, BIOTCH 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news 
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ Email us at 0%enews®bgnews.com. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom m 210 West Had. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this 
page 
Spontaneous conversations about 
religious beliefs prove to be a blessing 
My faith isn't something I like 
to rub in people's faces. I'm 
not really the kind of person 
that will approach a stranger 
to try and talk to him or her 
about Jesus, mainly because 
a lot of non-Christians are not 
a big fan of that. 
I also believe if you're sup- 
posed to have a conversation 
about faith with someone, 
they will see it through the 
way you carry yourself, the 
way you live and somehow or 
another it will just be brought 
up naturally in conversation. 
I don't believe in having an 
agenda with people, like an 
unfortunate number of peo- 
ple of my faith do. 
Yesterday I was remind- 
ed of a video I saw at CRU 
a good year, probably more, 
ago. In the video (search on 
YouTube "Penn Jillette gets 
a gift of a Bible"), outspoken 
atheist Penn Jillette recounts 
the story of how, after one of 
his magic shows, a "very, very 
nice'man1'gave him a little 
Gideons Bible. 
lillette continues to say that 
he doesn't respect people of a 
strong faith, who don't prosely- 
tize, because why wouldn't you 
tell someone that they were in 
risk of going to hell if you truly 
believed that? "How much do 
you have to hate someone to 
not proselytize?" he asks. 
Then, Jillette said some- 
thing that really struck me, 
"If I believed, without a shad- 
ow of a doubt, that a truck 
was coming at you, and you 
didn't believe it, and that 
truck was bearing down on 
you, there's a certain point 
where I tackle you." 
Yesterday I was with a friend 
who has stated before that she 
doesn't really have any faith. 
We were having a conversa- 
tion on her porch about life 
and its hardships ... some 
really sad stuff. And then out 
of nowhere she asked me if I 
thought everything happened 
for a reason, and how much 
faith plays a part in that. 
This, to me, was the coolest 
thing because I never had any 
intent to talk about my faith 
with her, but I had been pray- 
ing for her because we have 
gone through similar hard- 
ships over the course of this 
school year. 
I knew a lot of what she was 
feeling, which sucks, and they 
are feelings I wouldn't wish 
on anyone. I told her what I 
believed and why I believed it 
and didn't throw dogma in her 
face or tell her she was going to 
hell or anything like that. 
As I was talking to her, I won- 
dered how many life opportu- 
nities I have missed to share 
my faith because I was scared 
of making a situation socially 
awkward like Jilette states in 
the video. I truly believe that 
there is a heaven and a hell, 
and some will go to one and 
some will go to the other. 
But I don't say that to 
scare people, I say that and 
acknowledge that because I 
love so many people — and 
the thought of some of my 
friends not being with me in 
heaven, and spending mil- 
lions of years in a dark, love- 
less and joyless existence, 
breaks my heart. 
Jillette says if that is what I 
truly believe, I shouldn't give a 
crap about making situations 
socially awkward. He points 
out very plainly that if I truly 
believe there is a heaven and 
a heU, why on earth wouldn't 
I tell people about it in a polite, 
genuine and loving manner? 
Maybe it's because I have 
a shaky prayer life. Maybe if 1 
prayed for all my friends the 
way I pray for the ones that I 
know are going through stuff, 
I would share my faith in a 
sincere and natural manner 
like I did that night. 
It makes me sad to think 
about the countless number 
of people that have been in 
and out of my life, who 1 have 
(for one reason or another) 
found myself not sharing my 
faith with. 
Idling them about a love 
that is real and a joyitharu 
real, and sayingit not because 
I have an agenda and feel 
my identity is threatened 
because they don't believe 
what I believe (like oh so 
many do). I say it because 
I genuinely love them and 
I want them to know that 
there is something amazing 
out there and there is some- 
thing amazing after we die. 
This is not to say that I 
believe Christians should 
approach absolutely random 
people and try to have some 
agenda set and have some 
mass-produced tract memo- 
rized that we quote. I believe 
faith is a personal experience, 
and a lot Christians do, too. I 
don't believe you can hope to 
help someone start such a per- 
sonal relationship with Jesus 
in such an impersonal way. 
I also believe that if street 
evangelists believe God is so 
big and great and powerful, 
they wouldn't have to search 
for people, that God would put 
people in their life they can 
have a personal and meaning- 
ful connection with. Just like 
the street evangelists claim to 
have a personal and meaning- 
ful relationship with God. 
I think Christians need to 
have more faith that God will 
produce these sorts of con- 
versations in a natural way, 
through genuine love and 
genuine friendship. 
I apologize to the people 
who have been offended by 
impersonal proselytizing, but 
I waul you to know that (gen- 
eraflyt peoples-' intentions 
are good And I apologize on 
behalf of myself, to the friends 
I have let come and go with- 
out actually praying for you 
that you find Jesus somehow. 
Respond to Chad at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
Differing political agendas result in 
delayed paycheck scare for soldiers 
By Trenton Sparry, The Daily 
O'Collaglan (Oklahoma 
Stala Univ.rlity) 
College News Network 
Around 10 p.m. Friday, I sat 
watching the news to find 
out if my brother-in-law 
would be getting his next 
paycheck on time. 
An American soldier soon 
to begin a tour of active duty, 
his ability to provide for his 
pregnant wife was threat- 
ened by Congress' inability to 
agree on a budget before the 
government's funds ran out. 
I watched as local news 
teams interviewed our uni- 
... I saw military families hurling insults 
at President Obama... if only they'd 
been paying attention perhaps their 
anger would be directed elsewhere." 
formed heroes; I assumed 
most of them were unable 
to express their true outrage 
at the political theater that 
was unfolding. 
One spouse of a soldier 
summed up the situation 
best with six simple words: 
"We still have bills to pay." 
As I browsed social net- 
working sites, I saw military 
families hurling insults at 
President Obama, convinced 
his inaction and policies were 
going to leave them unable to 
pay rent this month. 
If only they'd been paying 
attention perhaps their anger 
would be directed elsewhere. 
For weeks, Republicans 
had been demanding an 
end to federal funding of 
Planned Parenthood, the 
nation's largest provider of 
abortion services accord- 
ing to the Associated Press, 
and they were ready to 
see military pay and tax 
refunds delayed in order to 
make it happen. 
Originally, Speaker of 
the House John Boehner 
advocated for around $32 
' billion in spending cuts. 
Pressed by fringe Tea 
Partiers in his caucus, that 
number jumped to $61 bil- 
lion days before the fund- 
ing deadline. His lofty goal 
soon required him to make 
unpopular demands. 
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Life sentence for 
Ohio husband in 
antifreeze death 
MEDINA. Ohio (AP)-A 
northeast Ohio man convicted 
in the antifreeze poisoning o( his 
wife has been sentenced to life 
in prison without the chance of 
parole for 50 years. 
Judge Christopher Collier 
sentenced 60-year-old Dennis 
Auerswald on Monday in Medina 
(meh-DY'-nah) County Common 
Pleas Court. 
Auerswald was convicted of 
aggravated murder last month in 
the 2009 death of 60-year-old 
Maureen Auerswald. 
Prosecutors believe he killed 
his wife with poisoned cranberry 
juice because he had money 
problems and wanted to collect 
1100.000 in life insurance money 
and date other women. 
He told the judge he 
had nothing to do with his 
wife's death. 
Defense attorney Robert 
Campbell said because his client 
is 60 years old any sentence 
would amount to a life term. He 
expects an appeal to be filed 
within a month. 
Maine couple to 
rebuild after plane 
hits home 
BIDDEFORD, Maine (AP) 
- A Maine couple whose home 
was destroyed when a plane 
crashed into it plans to rebuild on 
the same site. 
Kim Myers said she and her 
husband. Steve, like the loca- 
tion in Biddeford. It's less than 
a mile from an airport, and 
they always enjoyed watching 
planes fly overhead. 
On Sunday night, a twin- 
engine Cessna clipped a tree and 
crashed into their roof. Myers 
said the plane came right into 
the living room where they would 
have been watching TV if they 
hadn't been invited out to dinner. 
Federal investigators said 
the pilot reported no problems 
before the crash. The pilot's body 
was taken to the state medical 
examiner for identification. 
State officials originally 
said the flight originated in 
Florida. They now said it was 
traveling from White Plains. 
N.Y., to Portland. 
Prosecutor: 
Obama election 
church fire was 
racism 
SPRINGFIELD. Mass.-A 
prosecutor said racism that 
had been brewing for years 
"reached its boiling point" 
when a white man and two 
friends burned a predomi- 
nantly black Massachusetts 
church after President Barack 
Obama's election. 
Michael Jacques (JAKES) and 
two friends were charged with 
setting fire to the Macedonia 
Church of God in Christ in 
Springfield hours after the 
November 2008 election. 
Federal prosecutor Nicole 
Lee Ndumele (en-DOO'-meh- 
leh) said in closing arguments 
Monday that Jacques told friends 
that Obama's election meant 
blacks and Puerto Ricam were 
taking over the country. She said 
he confessed several times to his 
involvement in the fire. 
Defense attorney Lori 
Levinson countered that Jacques 
had a Puerto Rican girlfriend and 
adores his biracial nephew. She 
said Jacques didn't set the fire 
and confessed only because he 
was an "addict who was sepa- 
rated from his drug." 
-Dave Collins (AP) 
Bachmann: Hearth 
care funding 
ruined budget deal 
PELLA,lowa(AP) 
- Minnesota congresswoman 
and potential GOP presidential 
candidate Mkhele Bachmann 
said she'll vote against the 
federal budget bill because it 
doesn't remove funding for the 
president's health care overhaul. 
Bachmann, a tea party favor- 
ite, voted against a week-long 
budget extension late Friday that 
averted a government shutdown. 
Bachman told a conserva- 
tive Iowa crowd on Monday 
that she'll also oppose the 
compromise that lawmakers are 
expected to vote on this week. 
She said "voters expected us to 
defund Obama-care" 
Bachmann spoke as part 
of a series sponsored by The 
Family Leader. The conserva- 
tive group is inviting prospec- 
tive presidential candidates to 
Iowa, home to the nation's first 
presidential caucuses. 
Aides said Bachmann could 
decide by next month whether to 
seek the Republican nomination 
to challenge President Barack 
Obama in 2012. 
Official: Texas 
wildfire conditions 
akin to'06 
LUBBOCK. Texas-A forest 
service official said wildfire condi- 
tions in much of Texas are com- 
parable to those of March 2006 
when a week of blazes killed a 
dozen people and thousands of 
livestock in the Panhandle. 
Texas Forest Service opera- 
tions director Mark Stanford 
said Monday that the extreme 
drought, low humidity and 
strong winds affecting much 
of Texas are akin to conditions 
five years ago 
Wildfires killed six people in 
one day in what was Texas' dead- 
liest wildfire month on record. 
No one has died in wildfires 
lhat have burned about 1.400 
square miles of land in Texas this 
year. But weekend blazes in West 
Texas destroyed more than 60 
homes in two communities, and 
crews are trying to contain fires 
elsewhere in the state. 
- Betsy Blaney(AP) 
Court upholds 
Facebook 
settlement over 
site idea 
SAN FRANCISCO-A fed- 
eral appeals court has ruled that 
the former Harvard University 
classmates of Facebook founder 
Mark Zuckerberg can't undo 
their settlement over the social 
networking site. 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals said Monday that Tyler 
and Cameron Winklevoss were 
savvy enough to understand 
what they were agreeing to when 
they signed the agreement in 
2008. The deal called for a 120 
million cash payment and a par- 
tial ownership of Facebook. 
The twins had alleged they 
were misled about Facebook's 
value when they agreed to 
settle their lawsuit that claimed 
Zuckerberg stole their idea to 
launch Facebook. 
The lawsuit was dramatized in 
the Oscar-nominated film, "The 
Social Network." 
Monday's ruling upholds a 
lower court decision enforcing 
the settlement. 
-PaulElias(AP) 
Obama sizes up options for health care cuts 
By Ricardo Alonso -Zaldivar 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — President 
Barack Obama's plan to 
curb health care costs 
that drive the deficit will 
mean less taxpayer money 
for providers and more 
costs for b«Bet'ii-iaries as 
he draws from"bipaMSsan 
ideas already on the table. 
But don't look for his speech 
Wednesday to endorse a 
Medicare voucher system or 
turning Medicaid over to the 
states, as leading Republicans 
have proposed. 
Conceding the GOFs point 
that government needs to cut 
and health care is one of the 
first places to look, Obama 
will try to change the direc- 
tion of a deficit debate that 
threatens to get away from 
him. The president is using 
his speech to lay down broad 
principles and trace a path 
that could lead to compro- 
mise, but he won't unveil a 
detailed program. 
White House spokesman 
Jay Carney said Monday 
that health care savings are 
essential to control the defi- 
cit. The spokesman indicated 
that Obama would build on 
the work of his debt commis- 
sion,!, whose recommenda- 
tiims1 'lie  initially  refrained 
from endorsing. Carney also 
praised a small group of sena- 
tors from both parties, known 
as the Gang of Six, that is try- 
ing to set up a framework for 
a divided Congress to reach 
compromise on deficits. 
"The president under- 
stands very well that health 
care spending is a major 
driver of our deficit and debt 
problem," Carney said. "He 
believes ... we can achieve 
those savings in ways that 
protect the people that these 
programs are supposed to, 
and were designed to, sup- 
port and help." 
One proposal in the debt 
"He believes... we can achieve those 
savings in ways that protect the people 
that these programs are supposed to, 
and were designed to, support and help." 
Jay Carney | White House Spokesman 
HI '{il,li;.;-i./, -jll ■ • I' ' • ml 
commiisioh's.; report last 
year called for reworking 
Medicare's deductibles and 
copayments so that most 
beneficiaries have to pay a 
share of their everyday bills 
— cost shifts that in a few 
years would add up to more 
than $100 billion in tax- 
payer savings. In exchange, 
Medicare recipients would 
get better protection against 
catastrophic costs. 
There was also bipartisan 
support for scaling back the 
tax deduction for workplace 
benefits, which many econo- 
mists said would be like put- 
ting the entire health care 
system on a diet. It's strongly 
opposed by unions, a major 
Democratic constituency. 
And the wild card: curbs on 
jury awards in medical mal- 
practice cases. Democrats 
and Republicans have been 
rigidly divided on the issue, 
an arm-wrestling match 
between GOP-leaning doc- 
tors and trial lawyers who 
tend to back Democratic can- 
didates. A deal could lead to a 
breakthrough in other areas. 
Former Senate Majority 
Leader Tom Daschle said 
"there is virtually no likeli- 
hood" Obama will endorse 
a voucher plan for Medicare 
or block grants for Medicaid. 
But  medical malpractice 
is another story. "He has 
already said he is open to 
ideas there," said the South 
Dakota Democrat, an advis- 
er to Democrats on health 
care issues. 
Obama probably won't 
drill down to that level 
of detail on Wednesday. 
Republicans already laid 
down their marker. 
Later this week, the House 
will debate a plan by Budget 
Chairman Paul Ryan, R-Wis., 
which would fundamentally 
change government health 
care programs that touch vir- 
tually every family, covering 
about 100 million Americans. 
Instead of Medicare, people 
now 54 and younger would 
get a government payment to 
buy private insurance when 
they retire. The Medicaid 
health insurance program for 
low-income people would be 
converted into a block grant, 
allowing each state to design 
its own program. But the poor 
would lose the right to cover- 
age under federal law. 
Ryan's plan has been 
praised for its boldness. Even 
some who vehemently dis- 
agree with the specifics have 
credited the congressman for 
having the courage to finally 
start an adult conversation 
with the American people 
about the real costs of their 
health care programs. 
Obama's approach would 
display another attribute that's 
commonly ascribed to adults: 
caution. A Medicare remake 
would probably require a 
mandate from the voters that 
neither party can claim. 
In normal circumstanc- 
es, the debt commission's 
ideas would be considered 
far-reaching and significant. 
Compared to Ryan's plan, 
they're incremental. They 
leave the big health care pro- 
grams in place, as well as 
Obama's overhaul law, which 
Republicans would repeal. 
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Escaping defeat 
PHOTO WtOVIDf D BY OOGEB MAZZADEll* 
SPRINT: BG Fly hall Nick Viviani takes oil through a gap in the Minnesota defense (01 a first hall try 
Minnesota scores 26 in second half, but BG rugby holds on for 33-26 win 
By Paul Barney 
Sports Editor 
It was all but over at halftime, or so 
the BG rugby team thought. 
Despite Minnesota's 26-point sec- 
ond-half surge, the Falcons still rode 
their 22-point halftime lead to a 33- 
2t> win over the Golden Gophers on 
Saturday in the Midwest Territorial 
championship game. 
The win was BG's fourth straight 
Midwest championship as it 
improved to 8-0 over Minnesota. It 
was the third time in four years 
the Falcons defeated the Golden 
Gophers in the championship. 
"If we had been in Minnesota's 
conference the last five years, we 
would have been the Big Ten cham- 
pions each of those years.'' said BG 
Director of Rugby Roger Maz/aiella. 
Falcon fly half Nick Viviani reeled 
off a half dozen long runs, includ- 
ing one from BO yards out for a try 
in the first half, racing past Gopher 
defenders. Viviani also converted 
on wing Max Narewski's and center 
Dominic Mauer's tries and added a 
35-yard penalty kick. 
"I hope I don't have another one 
like IVivianil in the pipeline," said 
Minnesota coach U>ren Lemke. 
Viviani facilitated the Falcons as 
they took a 22-0 lead into the half, 
but according to \ lazzai cll.i he took 
a "bit too much off the accelerator" 
at the start of the Second half. 
Minnesota got on the score- 
board as wing Andy Iverson ran in 
for a try. and after BG center Joey 
Newton matched Iverson with a 
try of his own, the Golden Gophers 
began their run. 
The Falcons spent 10 minutes 
within the Minnesota 10-yard line 
but came away with no points. 
"Dropped balls, forward passes ... 
we were pressing too much to put the 
game away and it nearly backfired," 
said BG coach Tony Mazzarella. 
The Golden Gophers took advan- 
tage of BG's empty hand as center 
Dave Krause ran in for three tries. 
"Minnesota could have just folded 
up the tent completely at halftime 
and they certainly deserve a lot of 
praise for believing in themselves," 
Roger Mazzarella said. "I've been in 
their position myself enough in the 
past, and when it works, there is no 
sweeter victory." 
Viviani created some separation 
with a pair of penalty kicks to seal 
the win for the Falcons. 
In the team's second match, 
BG won 42-10. Perrysburg High 
School graduate Matt Marquette 
scored two tries out of the wing 
position along with wing Nolan 
Cavano. Flanker Cyrus Sharif, 
eight man Todd Krause, fullback 
Ryan Koenig also scored two tries 
and lock Bryan Kean added a try 
and a conversion kick. 
Before hosting the first round 
of the Division 1 Sweet Sixteen in 
three weeks, BG will host Toledo on 
Friday at 6 p.m. at the College Park 
Rugby Field. 
Rain hinders 
finishes ei 
By Brandan Packart 
Reporter 
After an unlucky run in with the 
weather Saturday, the BG men's 
golf team finished in eighth place 
out of 18 teams at the University of 
Kentucky's Bluegrass Invitational. 
Auburn University won the tour- 
nament with an overall team score 
of 16 over par, 33 shots ahead of the 
Falcons. 
Chris Woeste of the University of 
Dayton won the individual tourna- 
ment shooting even par on the week- 
end (73, 73, 67 — 213). The Flyers 
finished in seventh place, five shots 
ahead of BG. 
Usually tournaments have teams 
FACEBOOK 
Become a Facebook fan 
Become a fan of the BG News sports 
department on Facebook. Log on to 
your account and search "BG News 
Sports" to become a fan. 
preformance as BG men's golf 
h at Bluegrass Invitational 
"Even Auburn, who won the tournament, didn't 
have anyone shoot under par in the third round. 
Only one person broke 70 on Sunday, and that 
was Woeste who won the tournament" 
Gary Wmget | BG men's golf coach 
play36holesonSaturday, but because 
of the poor weather in Lexington, the 
Falcons were limited to just 29 holes 
on the first day. 
On Saturday, the Falcons were 
in sole possession of sixth place, 
with the team shooting four- 
under par on the day. However, 
with seven holes to finish on 
Sunday, the Falcons quickly fell 
to eighth place. 
"It really was a disappointment on 
Sunday, but the wind caused every- 
one problems on the course," said 
coach Garry Winger. 
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PITCH: Matt Malewitz throws a pitch in a game earlier this season. 
Grand slams lead 
Falcons to series victory 
against Ball State 
By Michel* Wyaocki 
Reporter 
The BG baseball teamended a three- 
game losing streak and bumped its 
conference record to a game above 
.500, winning two of three games at 
Ball State over the weekend. 
Sophomore Cody Apthorpe 
threw another solid start and 
led the Falcons to a 2-0 shutout 
win over the Cardinals Friday. 
Apthorpe pitched seven innings, 
a career high, allowing only four 
hits, one walk and he struck out 
eight batters, another career high, 
on 107 pitches. 
Head coach Danny Schmitz said 
he was pleased with Apthorpe's 
increasing consistency. 
"Cody bounced back after his 
series against Eastern Michigan 
and set the tone against Ball State," 
Schmitz said. 
Both runs scored by the Falcons 
came in the fifth inning. 
Tri-captain Clay Duncan led 
off the inning with a single and 
advanced to second on a sacri- 
fice bunt. A single from fresh- 
man Logan Walker put runners 
on the corners. 
Freshman Patrick Lancaster 
reached on a fielder's choice, retir- 
ing Walker but scoring Duncan. 
After stealing his third base of the 
season, Lancaster scored from sec- 
ond on a single hit by senior cap- 
tain Frank Berry. 
After seven innings, the Falcons 
brought in sophomore Mike 
Frank to close the game. Only 
allowing a one-out double in the 
ninth, Frank earned his second 
save of the season. 
"Both pitchers did well," Schmitz 
said. "They played an outstanding 
college baseball game." 
Duncan went 3-for-3 for the day, 
while junior captain Jon Berti went 
2-for-4 at the plate. 
According to Schmitz, the team 
executed the three phases, and did 
a great job offensively. 
The Falcons led off their double 
header on Sunday with a 13-4 loss 
against the Cardinals. 
"The three phases disappeared 
today," Schmitz said. 
BG fired early with a 3-0 lead 
in the first, but that become 
old news when Ball State earn 
eight runs between the third 
and fifth innings. 
Sophomore Matthew Pitzulo 
created most of the action for the 
Falcons with a three-run homerun 
over the center field fence. In the 
sixth inning, Pitzulo scored on a 
sac fly. earning the team's final run 
in game two. 
Starting pitcher Nick Bruns 
took the mound for two innings, 
allowing five runs. Freshman 
relief pitcherLevi Fisher pitched 
a career high with four innings, 
holding the Cardinals to one run 
on three hits, and struck out eight 
of the 16 hitters he faced. 
The Falcons were no match for 
Ball State's long ball. Cardinal 
Kenny Mahala hit back-to-back 
grand slams in the third and fourth 
innings. Two more players left the 
yard, making 12 of the 13 scored off 
homerun balls. 
"It was not a good day for pitchers; 
the wind was blowing out hard," 
Schmitz said. 
In game three, the Falcons 
answered back with two grand 
slams and a 10-5 victory over 
the Cardinals. 
Another solid performance 
from the pitching staff earned 
senior Charles Wooten the win, 
and Frank the save. 
Wooten went six innings on the 
mound, striking out eight. He lim- 
ited the Cardinals to six base run- 
ners — four hits and two walks — 
and allowed only two runs. Frank 
earned his third save of the season 
after pitching three innings. 
"Wooten gave us another solid 
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Women's golf finishes eighth at 
EKU Lady Colonel Classic 
By Ryan Satkowi.it 
Assistant Sports Editor 
With the team's only home 
tournament of the season on 
the horizon, the BG women's 
golf team appears to be hit- 
ting its stride. 
The Falcons finished 
eighth out of 13 teams at the 
EKU Lady Colonel Classic 
over the weekend, shooting 
an 80-over par 944 (316, 316, 
312) for the weekend. The 
single-round scores were 
the lowest the Falcons have 
shot since September, when 
they posted rounds of 311 
and 306, en route to a sixth 
place finish at the Ball State 
Cardinal Classic. 
"It's a great step in the 
right direction for sure," 
said coach Stephanie Young. 
"We needed to see some 
improvement in our scores, 
and we saw that." 
While she has only played 
in six stroke play matches in 
her collegiate career, fresh- 
man Bailey Arnold has 
earned Young's confidence, 
as she was used as the team's 
No. 1 golfer during the week- 
end. She did not disappoint, 
finishing the tournament 
tied for seventh place with a 
10-over226(74,78,74). 
Her score was an eight-shot 
improvement over her previ- 
ous career-best, which she 
shot in the season-opening 
Worldlink Fall Classic. 
"Her effort was outstand- 
ing, but it's not surprising 
because she is very talented," 
Young said. "From day one 
we expected her to come in 
and have success ... she's a 
big part of where this team is 
going to go." 
Several other Falcons saw 
improvements in their scores. 
Lauren Glew (78.75,79 - 232) 
"[Arnold's] effort was outstanding, but it's 
not surprising because she is very talented. 
From day one we expected her to 
come in and have success..." 
Stephanie Young | BG women's qolf coach 
and Paula DiFrancesco (84. 
82, 83 - 249) each shot sea- 
son-best scores for a three 
round meet, while Amy 
Ruthenberg (80, 81, 76 - 237) 
shot her best round since the 
Worldlink Fall Classic. 
Ruthenberg's third-round 
score of 76 also tied her best 
score of the season. 
"1 think that this really 
was our first chance |of the 
spring season] to have a few 
rounds under our belts and 
to be able to really see what 
we are made of," Young said. 
"This now gives us some 
momentum heading into 
our home tournament." 
Kelsey Benson shot a 253 
(86, 82. 85) to round out the 
scoring for the Falcons. 
Competing as an indi- 
vidual, Marisa Glew shot 
a two-round score of 173 
(85, 88). She withdrew 
from the second round of 
the tournament. 
The Falcons will compete 
in the Falcon Invitational 
at Stone Ridge Golf Club in 
Bowling Green this weekend. 
The tournament will be on 
Saturday and Sunday. 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3 x 3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
MEN 
From Page 6 
Winger said winds reached 
speeds of up to 25-30 mph, 
making everyone have a dif- 
ficult 3rd round. 
Winger said the par 71 
course has plenty of diffi- 
cult shots that golfers have 
to try and make. 
"There isn't any bail- 
out spots on the course," 
Winger said. "Even 
Auburn, who won the 
tournament, didn't have 
anyone shoot under par 
in the third round. Only 
one person broke 70 on 
Sunday, and that was 
Woeste who won the tour- 
nament. No one thought 
anyone  could  shot  that 
good in those conditions." 
Woeste shot a 3rd round 
best 67, four-under par. 
Three Falcons finished in 
the top 40, with Wcs Gates 
shooting the best overall 
score for the Falcons. He fin- 
ished tied for 18th place with 
an eight-over par (72, 70, 79 
— 221). Gates was eight shots 
off the lead. 
Parker Hewit tied for 23rd 
place, shooting 10-over par 
(75, 73, 75 — 223) and Drew 
Preston tied for 35th place, 
shooting 13-over par (76, 
73, 77 — 226). 
Chris Melvin and Torey 
Brummett both shot 26 over 
par. tying for 80th place. 
The Falcons will be com- 
peting in two other tourna- 
ments this month before the 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships. The team 
had a mandatory off day on 
Monday, and the team will 
compete in an inter-squad 
tournament this week to 
decide who goes to Hall 
State's Earl Yestingsmeier 
Invitational this weekend. 
The Earl Yestingsmeier 
Invitational allows the Falcons 
to bring six golfers, but only 
five scores will count. This 
means Winger has the oppor- 
tunity to gee who might rep- 
resent the Falcons at the MAC 
Championships. 
"There are no guarantees on 
the team, but I hope to Find 
our starting five before the 
Purdue tournament in two 
weeks," Winger said. 
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Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
PRIZESUDOKU.COM 
BASEBALL 
From Page 6 
start, and Frank earned his 
second save of the weekend 
with only one day of rest," 
Schmitz said. 
It was BG's turn to play long 
ball in the second game of the 
double-header. While the hits 
did not come off the same bat. 
Falcons Ryan Schlater and 
Duncan emptied the bases 
with grand slams. 
Schlater pelted the ball 
over the left center Field fence 
scoring junior Patrick Martin, 
freshman T.J. Losby and Berry. 
The Falcons led 4-2 in the 
sixth inning. Extending their 
lead, Schlater scored on a 
Duncan double to right Field, 
who advanced to third on the 
throw home. Walker hit his 
third single of the day, which 
put BG up 6-2. 
Duncan added to the score- 
board once again with anoth- 
er grand slam. Hit to center 
field, this cushion locked in 
the Falcons' victory, and an 
overall win of the series. 
"It's always a good series 
when you win," Schmitz said. 
"And we did it on the road." 
BG is 11-16 overall, and 
5-4 in conference play. 
They are tied for second 
place in the Mid-American 
Conference East Division 
alongside Miami. 
The Falcons will play 
Michigan in Ann Arbor 
today and will return home 
for a makeup game against 
the Dayton Flyers at 3 p.m. 
Wednesday at Steller Field. 
2011 -12 
School Year 
Listings Available 
MAKE AN OFFER! 
mimms 
www.cartyrentals.com 
Looking to wrap up 
Final few houses. 
Allowed up to 
7 on lease. 
303 E. Merry 
146 S. College 
315 E. Merry 
All next lo Campus • Blocks 
from Downtown ■ Free Internet 
419.353.0325 
2011SFRIK6 BANE 
FRIDAY, APRIL IB - 7:00pm 
H0YT PERRY STADIUM 
Join us under the lights at The Doyt for a preview of your 2011 BGSU 
Falcons! Students can enter to win a Nintendo Wii, $100 in Visa Gift 
Cards, or the opportunity to be a Guest Coach for the fourth quarter! 
There will also be a post-game autograph session with your Falcons! 
Ill   M n WE    AS 
[E 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main St 7B 
Bowling Green, OH 
419-353-5800 
M^L 
_. 
3 Bedroom Townhouses/Homes/Apts. 
Only a Few Left 
Call for an appointment/check out the web site 
www.meccabg.com 
University Village & 
University Courts 
Ciough 
& 
Mercer 
(one block 
south 
of campus) 
OPEN HOUSE 
Visit our Model apartments 
Saturday April 16th 
11 am - 3 pm 
(419)352-0164 
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us 
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours) 
HEY!!! SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE! o. GREENBRIAR, INC. Call for details! 44? Easl Wooster St. • 552-0717 n'ww.GreenbriarRentaKcuni 
8 Tuesday. April 12.2011 JAPAN WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Japan nuke crisis 'static' 
but not yet stable 
By Matthew Daly 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — The top 
U.S. nuclear regulator said 
Monday he will not change 
a recommendation that 
U.S. citizens stay at least 
50 miles away from Japan's 
crippled nuclear power 
plant, even as he declared 
that the crisis in that coun- 
try remains "static." 
Gregory Jaczko, the 
chairman of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, 
acknowledged in an inter- 
view with The Associated 
Press that the month-old cri- 
sis in lapan has not yet stabi- 
lized. But he said conditions 
at the Fukushima Dai-ichi 
plant have not changed sig- 
nificantly for several days. 
"We describe the situation 
as static but not yet stable." 
Jaczko said. 
"It hasn't really changed too 
much in the last few days," he 
added, but it will be weeks or 
even months before the plant 
is stabilized. 
The March 11 earthquake 
and tsunami knocked out 
power  at   the  I'ukushima 
BG 
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Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING! up to S3007day 
No exp. necessary, training pro- 
vided, call 800-965-6520 x174. 
2 sitters needed in Perrysburg 
home tor three boys. 
one T & Th. one W 4 F, 8:30-5:30 
Call Alicia at 419-973-6118 
Child Care Teachers/Assistants 
State licensed/NAEYC accredited 
program Degree and/or exp in 
education or related tield pret. 
FT (seasonal) hours during 
summer with possible PT hours 
during school year. 
Apply at the Catholic Club, 
1601 Jefferson Ave. Toledo. OH 
ore-mail resume to 
resumes@CalholicClub.org 
Kidzwalch all centers now hiring 
care givers lor days, eves & 
weekends. Send resume or apply 
in person al 3150 Bostwick, 
Levis Commons. Perrysburg, OH 
info@kidzwatch.net. 
www.kidzwatch.net 
Lifeguard A Swim Instructors 
Lifeguard. First Aid & CPR 
Cert required. Exp in teaching 
lessons a plus PT, FT (seasonal) 
lor summer $8.25-$9.50*r. 
Apply at Catholic Club, 
1601 Jefferson Ave. Toledo, OH 
or e-mail resumes to: 
[ej5um8S@CalhoJicClub.org 
Need cleaning people for 
1-2 weeks, starts 5/8/11. 
Call 419-353-0325 
$8-$14+an hour! 
Part Time during school 
II Time during summer break 
www.homscltylca.com 
1-800-899-8070 
plant and reactors have been 
overheating since. 
Progress in stabilizing the 
complex comes slowly most 
days, or notatall.asnew trem- 
ors and radiation repeatedly 
halt work. A new aftershock 
Monday briefly cut electric- 
ity to the plant and halted 
work while technicians took 
cover, but did not endanger 
operations, according to 
Japanese officials. 
The Japanese government, 
meanwhile, added five com- 
munities Monday to a list of 
places people should leave 
to avoid long-term radiation 
exposure. A 12-mile radius 
has already been cleared 
around the plant. 
Jaczko said the most 
important job at the plant 
is still keeping water in the 
spent fuel pools to cool the 
highly radioactive fuel rods, 
reducing the threat of a melt- 
down and a catastrophic 
release of radiation. 
Jaczko, who traveled 
to Japan last month, said 
the NRC has begun a two- 
pronged approach to review 
the safety of the 104 com- 
mercial U.S. nuclear reactors 
in the wake of the Japanese 
crisis. A 90-day review should 
be completed in June, with 
another report expected by 
the end of the year. 
"We want this to be a very 
systematic and methodical 
review and make sure we 
identify all the important 
issues, and that we work with 
a sense of urgency and speed 
to address those issues in the 
appropriate way," he said, 
adding that he expects the 
reviews to result in recom- 
mendations for significant 
regulatory changes. 
Help Wanted For Rent 
Play Sports1 Have Funi Save 
Money! Maine camp needs coun- 
selors for all land, adventure S 
water sports. Great summer! 
888-844-8080. apply: 
campcedar.com 
PT Bartender needed, exp. prel. 
Send resume to: 
P O. Box 1278. BG, OH 43402 
For Rent 
" Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts $650 S up 
recently updated, small pels ok 
619 High St Call 216-337-6010. 
1 S 2 Bedroom Apartments 
$99 Deposit Special! 
Free Heat & Water! 
Large Patio! Pet Friendly! 
(419)353-7715 
www. varsitysquareapls. com 
1 BR apt, close to campus, 
S395/mo * electric, pet friendly. 
Call 419-708-9981 
1 BR upper apt, A/C. avail. Aug. 
S Summit, 12 month lease. 
$350/mot util. call 419-866-9281 
1 room effic, shared bath, 
co-ed only, lurn, avail 7/15/11. 
2BR apt avail June 1, $500/mo, 
3BR house, avail Aug 15,2011, 
large 3BR apt, avail August 1st. 
Call 419-601-3225. 
1. 2 & 3 BR apts on Manville. 
next to water tower. 
Call 419-352-5239 
1,2 &3BR Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracting LLC. 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 11-3, M-F. 
www.BGApartmentt.com 
130 Washington - 1BR & 2BR's , 
S425-S650/mo ♦ all utlls. 
Walking distance to campus & 
downtown, laundry on site. 
Call 419-354-6036 
www.bshlab. 
11-12 houses remain, apts/effic 
all next to campus, 419-353-0325. 
CartyRentals.com/some sem only 
Also summer only rentals avail. 
130-134 Liberty St-1 4 2BR. 
$425-$600/mo +gas/elec, DAM 
Newly updated, great location. 
available in June & Aug. 
www bohighlandmgmt com 
Call 419-354-6036 
2 BR & 3BR houses, 
$600mo + utilities 
Avail Aug. Call 419-352-4850 
2 BR apt, half block from BGSU, 
$550/mo. elec & gas incl, unfum. 
Avail. 5/15/11, call 419-601-3108. 
2BR upper apt on a quiet street. 
S525/mo + utilities. 
Call 419-352-3139 after 5pm. 
3 BR house,unfum,139 S College 
$890/mo. inckJs. gas, dep. req. 
Avail. 8/15/11, year lease. 
Call 419-601-3108. 
4 BR house, 1 bath, W/D, 
S Summit St, $795/mo + utils, 
Avail Aug 7th, call 419-866-9281. 
4 BR house, 1st block of Manville. 
May to May lease. 
Call 419-352-5239. 
426 E. Wooster, 3 bedroom, 
$750/mo, avail August 2011. 
Call 419-352-5882. 
6 BR house, 916 Third St, 
Avail Aug 1, W/D, close to 
campus $1500/mo. Free parking. 
419-308-2676. bgtoledorent com 
Brick home, 2BR, nice, near 
campus, $750/mo. avail 7/2011 
Call 352-5882. 
COZY, clean 2 rm effic. utils incl. 
$435/mo. ideal for grad students, 
no pets, non-smoking, 12 mo 
lease, call 419-352-2104. 
Effic, 1 & 2 BR apts. May or Aug. 
For more info call 354-9740 or 
contact: ghoverson@woh.n-.com 
House w/ 3 seperate 1 BR units, 
all avail in June, $450/mo + elec. 
All w sep. entrnc, 419-654-5716. 
Speedy   « 
Bumto  -- • 
SpeedyBurritos.com 
419-806-4727   TNTRMNRTOTHINS 425 E. WOOSTER 
Fri. & Sal. 12pm-3am 
49c hoef tacos 
SI .99 hurritos! 
__ 
WE DELIVER! 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
"We want this to be a very systematic 
and methodical review and make sure we 
identify all the important issues, and that 
we work with a sense of urgency..." 
Gregory Jaczko | NRC Chairman 
1 It's under Wayne Manor 
2 1953 AL. MVP 
3 Held tight 
4 It's guarded by the three- 
headed dog Cerberus 
5 Util. bill item 
6 California's _ Gatos 
7 Biased 
8 Give another memory jog lo 
9 Rear 
10 Double agent Aldrich 
11 Code sound 
12 Hay fever treatment 
brand 
13 Chalk feature? 
14 Gloom 
21 Greeted, with "to" 
23 Last president to wear 
ACROSS 
1 Site of many a wet bar 
12 Long-eared critter 
15 1962 Brenda Lee hit 
16 Fail: Irish coronation stone 
17 Protected company asset 
18 Pres Obama received an honor- 
ary one from Notre Dame 
19 Sine's reciprocal, in trig 
20 Petitions 
21 Observed 
22 Egyptian hazards 
23 Look 
24 2003 Cy Young Award-winning 
reliever ...ric 
25 Flight formation 
26 It holds the line 
27 Vacation souvenirs 
29 There are 300 feet between them 
32 Bike power sources 
33 Novelist, e.g 
35 Nunavut native, formerly 
38 Spanish for 'little cake" 
a powdered wig 
24 Renewal target 
26 College cohort 
28 Nice pass 
30 Customizable online 
avatar 
31 Bygone flier 
34 Droid maker 
35 Treasures 
36 Dealt with bugs, in a 
way 
37 German leaders 
39 Home of the Bach- 
Archiv 
40 Con man's dream 
41 Parallels 
43 Philosopher associ- 
ated with 44-Across 
48 Serves, wflh "on" 
49 Lively Cuban dance 
51 Den _. Nederland 
52 Touch down 
54 PBS supporter 
55 Asian flatbread 
42 Cockapoo pop. perhaps 
44 Asian "path" 
45 39-Down article 
46 Early transport 
47 Riskily off base 
49 Hindu "Destroyer" 
50 Like some breezes 
51 Frost 
52 Wide zoot suit feature 
53 View 
54 Washington attraction 
56 Cote d'Azur view 
57 Home of Spartan Stadium 
58 Old leftist gp. revived in 2006 
59 Very long time 
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For Rent For Rent For Rent 
May -12 month leases 
230 N. Enterprise -1br - $380/mo 
322 E. Court - 1br - $440/mo 
453 S. Prospect - 1br - $330/mo. 
266 Manville - 2br -$590/mo. 
837 3rd St - 3br - $825/mo. 
www.BGApartments.com 
419-352-8917 
NEW REDUCED RENT! 
Houses 1 block from BGSU. 
239 Manville - S750/mo. 
227 S College - $750/mo. 
Good condition, pet friendly! 
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman. 
www froboserentals.com 
3 S 4BR apts and duplexes. 
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St. 
Avail May & August 2011 
Pets welcome. Call 419-409-1110 
or 419-352-4456 
www.rutterdudley.com 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES 
Apartments!. Houses! Condos! 
Pel Friendly 
Great Localions all over town! 
332 S Main St, BG 
419-352-5620 
Nice 1BR. near campus. 
Avail August 2011, $425/mo, 
Call 419-352-5882 
Nice, large 6BR, zoned for 6, 
2 baths avail. May. MUST SEE! 
$1675/mo. call 419-353-0326 
Room for rent, S College. 
S350/mo, utils incl. newly 
remodeledlCall 419-708-9981 
Shamrock Storage 
Many sizes Near BGSU. 
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070 
Subleaser needed. 220 Court St 
May to July 31st, $260/mo util incl 
Lrg studio, 419-438-3953 
BOUJIIHQ Green State UftWerSitxJ 
department erf Theatre & film Presents- 
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